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3.1. Discuss the philosophy or clinical/service approach that guides the 

nominee’s work with participants and give example and give specific 

examples of the approach in action (15 possible points) 

SparkPoint Centers help thousands of individuals achieve financial stability by bringing together the most effective 

nonprofit and government partners. At each SparkPoint center, clients are paired with a financial coach, who helps 

create a step-by-step plan that allows clients to build assets, grow income, and manage debt.  

 

Jesse is one of our superstar coaches at the SparkPoint Center in Oakland, California. She is a supportive, effective, 

and committed resource for our clients. Her work is underpinned by the financial coaching philosophy, which believes 

that each client is creative, resourceful, and whole. Jesse focuses on developing meaningful relationships with her 

clients that allow her to support the client’s process of reaching his/her self-determined goals. In fact, she is such an 

effective financial coach that United Way of the Bay Area has asked her to help teach other coaches. She has trained 

over 40 SparkPoint financial coaches and has been a tremendous resource for the larger community. 

 

Jesse has worked with many clients and has had many success stories, but one particular client stands out. 

Clennetta, a single mother of three, first came to SparkPoint interested in becoming a first-time homeowner. Since 

coming to Jesse’s savings workshop in December 2010, Clennetta has saved over $1,900.00, establishing a valuable 

safety net for her family. Jesse has worked with Clennetta to build stronger financial skills, allowing her to pay off 

almost $3,000 of debt and raising her credit score by over 100 points. Although Clennetta is not sure if she will be 

ready to purchase a home by next fall, as she had originally planned, she is thankful for all of the support Jesse has 

provided and plans to continue on the path to financial stability that Jesse has helped her find. 

3.2. List the outcomes that the nominee is held accountable to in their 

work with participants (15 possible points) Indicate whether baseline 

measures are used and the frequency at which outcomes are measured. 

Please note the target population served. 

SparkPoint Centers serve a variety of clients and communities, but all of our clients have incomes that fall below the 

self-sufficiency standard, and they are all working towards one overall goal: to become financially self-sufficient.  

 

All clients complete a baseline assessment that captures a participant’s overall financial picture at the time of intake. 

A follow-up assessment that is identical to the baseline is filled out quarterly, or whenever any changes occur in the 



 

participant’s income, savings, credit score, or expenses.  

 

This year, Jesse is held accountable for tracking and meeting the following outcomes: 

• 30 people will participate in credit counseling; 12 (40%) will increase their credit score by 20 points. 5 (15%) will 

increase their credit score by 50 points. 

• 20 people will participate in debt counseling; 5 (25%) of debt management participants will decrease their debt-to-

income ratio by 5%  

• 225 people will receive free tax preparation services; 87 (39%) will receive one-time tax refund equal to 5% increase 

in adjusted gross income 

• 80 people will participate in (non-IDA) savings counseling; 50 participants will establish savings (40 tax clients, 10 

F/C clients); 10 (20%) people will save liquid assets equal to two weeks of out-of-pocket expenses 

• 275 (50%) of those who start services in credit, income, or savings will achieve a one-year goal in that service 

3.3. List the activities that the nominee engages in with participants to 

help them achieve those outcomes (15 possible points) Be specific 

about the types of activities, their purpose and their frequency. 

Jesse coaches SparkPoint participants with the goal of moving them towards financial self-sufficiency. Depending on 

where the participant is at and his/her needs and goals, this could include credit counseling, debt counseling, savings 

counseling, or tax preparation. She frequently meets with clients to discuss their financial status and tracks progress 

using ETO. She also helps clients apply for Individual Development Accounts and track their savings progress.  

For example, if a client is engaged in credit and debt counseling, Jesse would typically pull his/her credit report and 

go over it in detail with the client, identifying areas where the client can improve. When appropriate, she would help 

craft a dispute letter or call the creditor to discuss a payment plan, among other things.  

 

Jesse typically meets with each client at least once a month, although the frequency and length of their visits depend 

on the nature of the client and the services being provided. One client came to Jesse in February 2010 and has met 

with Jesse 28 times, totaling 15 hours of service. Jesse is committed to working with the client until the client 

achieves her/her own self-determined goals. 

3.4. Describe what the nominee tracks with each program participant to 

know they are doing high quality work - i.e. quality indicators, services 

data (15 possible points): 

Every encounter with a participant is tracked in ETO. Jesse records what services were provided during the meeting 

(i.e. credit counseling, debt management), how much time was spent, where they met, and records any values or 



 

qualifiers in addition to writing case notes. She also works with each client to fill out the baseline assessment for each 

client, an assessment that gives a snapshot of the client’s finances at intake and includes information on the client’s 

income, credit score, assets, debt, and expenses. The assessment is entered into ETO and tracks the following 

information: 

 

• household size and ages of household members (necessary to calculate the self-sufficiency standard for the client) 

• monthly income information that breaks out the participant’s earned average gross income, other household 

members earned average gross income, public benefits information, and other sources of income 

• savings information, including what type of accounts the participant may have (i.e. checking, savings, retirement, 

IDA), and his/her personal savings goal 

• debt information, including debt amounts, the kinds of debt and the client’s minimum monthly payments 

• expenses, broken down into the following categories: housing expenses, food, medical/dental costs, education, 

transportation, children, other expenses, taxes 

 

Every time there is a change in any of the information above (or quarterly, whichever comes first), Jesse completes a 

follow-up assessment with the client that tracks the client's most updated financial information and allows us to track 

progress against the baseline. 

3.5. Describe what data the nominee tracks with each program 

participant to know they are successful – i.e., being effective, outcomes 

data (20 possible points) You may reference short term, intermediate 

term or long term outcomes or any combination thereof that is tracked 

through your work. 

Because each participant has varying needs and SparkPoint offers a variety of wrap-around services with the goal of 

having participants “bundle” services –take up two or more services—Jesse works with participants on a wide range 

of areas, and what she tracks depends on the participant’s goals. In many cases, Jesse works with the client to track 

goals in each of the following areas: 

 

• For credit counseling, she pulls a credit report on behalf of the client and tracks increases. The short-term goal is to 

increase a credit score by at least 50 points, and the long-term goal is to have participants achieve a credit score of 

650 or above (preferably 680). 

• When preparing taxes for clients, she tracks initial income and how the refund can increase income and/or savings. 

• In the area of debt counseling, she tracks decreases in debt amount, whether she was able to help negotiate or 

advocate debt payments, and works towards the long-term goal of decreasing the participant’s debt to income ratio to 

less than 40%.  



 

• When helping participants screen for public benefits, she tracks the kind of benefits the participant receives and the 

% increase in income the benefit helped provide.  

• She also helps participants create and work with a budget that helps them manage their finances. In addition, she 

provides counseling around savings, with the goal of helping each participant save at least three months’ worth of 

expenses. 

 


